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**Background**—Previous studies showed that endocardial activation during long-duration ventricular fibrillation (VF) exhibits organized activity. We identified and quantified the different types of organized activity.

**Methods and Results**—Two 64-electrode basket catheters were inserted, respectively, into the left ventricle and right ventricle of dogs to record endocardial activation from the endocardium during 7 minutes of VF (controls, n=6). The study was repeated with the K$_{ATP}$ channel opener pinacidil (n=6) and the calcium channel blocker flunarizine (n=6). After 2 minutes of VF without drugs, 2 highly organized left ventricular endocardial activation patterns were observed: (1) ventricular electric synchrony pattern, in which endocardial activation arose focally and either had a propagation sequence similar to sinus rhythm or arose near papillary muscles, and (2) stable pattern, in which activation was regular and repeatable, sometimes forming a stable re-entrant circuit around the left ventricular apex. Between 3 and 7 minutes of VF, the percent of time ventricular electric synchrony was present was control=25%, flunarizine=24% (P=0.44), and pinacidil=0.1% (P<0.001) and the percent of time stable pattern was present was control=71%, flunarizine=48% (P<0.001), and pinacidil=56% (P<0.001). The remainder of the time, nonstable re-entrant activation with little repeatability was present.

**Conclusions**—After 3 minutes, VF exhibits 2 highly organized endocardial activation patterns 96% of the time, one potentially arising focally in the Purkinje system that was prevented with a K$_{ATP}$ channel opener but not a calcium channel blocker and the other potentially arising from a stable re-entrant circuit near the apical left ventricular endocardium.

(Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol. 2013;6:1192-1199.)
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In the industrialized world, sudden cardiac arrest is a leading cause of death.¹ Many sudden cardiac arrests are caused by ventricular fibrillation (VF).² In the prehospital environment, the mean time from collapse until defibrillation is several minutes.²³ Knowledge of the mechanisms responsible for the maintenance of long-duration VF (LDVF; duration >1 minute)⁴ is important for the improvement of therapies for out-of-hospital cardiac arrests. However, until recently, most studies have dealt with VF shorter than 1 minute.

**Clinical Perspective on p 1199**

In previous studies, we have demonstrated that during LDVF, an organized activation pattern later named ventricular electric synchrony (VES)⁵ was observed in the canine anterior left ventricle (LV).⁶ During VES, the endocardium was excited almost simultaneously, with activations then propagating to the epicardium. The VES pattern was observed during LDVF over most of the LV endocardium.⁵ Both studies⁵⁶ suggested that VES activation began in the Purkinje fiber (PF) system.

In this study, we aimed to answer several questions raised by these previous studies. (1) What other type of activation pattern is present during LDVF except for VES? (2) Are the sites of origin of the VES cycles related to any specific anatomic landmarks? (3) Do K$_{ATP}$ channel openers or calcium channel blockers, which can inhibit early afterdepolarizations or delayed afterdepolarizations, influence the incidence VES? To answer these questions, recordings were made from the LV and the right ventricular (RV) endocardium. New algorithms were developed to detect different types of activation patterns during LDVF. To enhance our understanding of the mechanisms of these patterns, LDVF episodes were compared after administration of the K$_{ATP}$ channel opener pinacidil or the calcium channel blocker flunarizine with those in control animals.

**Methods**

All studies were performed in accordance with the American Physiological Society’s guiding principles in the care and use of animals. The protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.

**Animal Preparation**

Eighteen mongrel dogs (20.7±1.5 kg, mean±SD) of either sex were anesthetized and divided into 3 groups of 6 animals. For the details of animal preparation, see the online-only Data Supplement. Two
Basket catheters with 38 and 32 mm diameters (Constellation, Boston Scientific Corp, Natick, MA) were positioned in the LV and RV separately. Each catheter contained 8 splines with 8 unipolar electrodes on each spline. See online-only Data Supplement for how the locations of the electrodes in the cavity were determined.

The 6 control/pinacidil-treated/flunarizine-treated animals were labeled as C1-C6/P1-P6/F1-F6. In the control group, 500 to 1000 mL of normal saline solution was infused intravenously. In the pinacidil group, pinacidil (loading dose 0.5 mg/kg in saline for 10 minutes, maintenance 0.5 mg/kg per hour) was given intravenously. In the flunarizine group, flunarizine (loading dose 2 mg/kg in saline for 10 minutes, maintenance 4 mg/kg per hour) was given intravenously. Thirty minutes after the intravenous injection, VF was induced by 60-Hz electric stimulation through a bipolar catheter in the RV. The first 7 minutes of VF were recorded with a 256-channel, 4-kHz sampling rate mapping system filtered between 0.5 and 500 Hz.

Data Analysis

The 7 minutes of VF were divided into 210 2-second episodes. For each episode, activation was identified as the 9-point dV/dt of the recordings, reaching a minimum more negative than −0.3 mV/ms. A refractory period ≥50 ms was assumed between successive activations. To quantify the organization level of the LDVF, we defined a synchronicity index (syn-idx) and a regularity index (reg-idx) for each 2-second episode. For algorithm details, see Figure I in the online-only Data Supplement. Syn-idx is an inverse measure of the synchronicity of activation times. When the activations in all channels are simultaneous, syn-idx is 0. With less synchronous activation times, syn-idx becomes larger. Reg-idx is an inverse measure of the regularity of activation times. When the cycle length is constant in each channel, reg-idx is 0. With less regular activation times, reg-idx becomes larger.

All 2-second episodes were divided into 3 patterns according to syn-idx and reg-idx: (1) VES pattern, when syn-idx was ≤0.1, regardless of reg-idx (the pattern of high synchronicity); (2) stable pattern, when syn-idx was >0.1 and reg-idx was ≤0.1 (the pattern of high regularity of nonsynchronous activation); and (3) nonstable pattern, when syn-idx was >0.1 and reg-idx was >0.1 (the fibrillatory pattern of nonsynchronous activation with irregular cycle lengths).

Because of the low spatial resolution of the recordings, we could not construct detailed isochronal maps. We designed algorithms to detect relatively simple endocardial propagation patterns: unidirectional propagation along the splines and re-entrant circuits around the long axis of the LV. There were 2 types of unidirectional propagations along the splines: from the apex to the base (apex–base propagation) and in the reverse direction (base–apex propagation), and 2 types of re-entrant circuits around the LV long axis: from septum to anterior to lateral (sep–ant re-entry) and in the reverse direction (ant–sep re-entry). The algorithms are described in detail in Figures III and IV in the online-only Data Supplement.

VES cycles were recognized using the same algorithm as previously described. Similar to previously described, VES cycles were divided into different groups with similar activation sequences inside 1 group (see online-only Data Supplement for details on statistical methods).

Figure 1. Examples of synchronicity index (syn-idx) and regularity index (reg-idx) as ventricular fibrillation (VF) progressed. A–C, Left ventricular data from animals C1, C2 and P3. The first columns of A, B, and C show syn-idx and reg-idx every 2 s during the 7 minutes of VF. The horizontal line indicates 0.1 threshold. The vertical dashed lines indicate 0.3, 2.1, and 5.0 minutes of VF. Activation plots of 2 s at these moments are displayed in the second, third, and fourth columns of A, B, and C, in which activation times of the 64 electrodes are represented by short vertical lines. Horizontal lines separate the 8 splines. For each spline, the order of the 8 electrodes is from apex (top) to base (bottom). Above the activation plot, syn-idx, reg-idx, and activation pattern of the 2-s episode are shown from left to right. C indicates control; P, pinacidil; and VES, ventricular electric synchrony.
Results

The mean activation rates for all 3 treatment groups were higher during 0 to 3 minutes of VF than during 3 to 7 minutes of VF (see Table I and Figure V in the online-only Data Supplement). Pinacidil had a higher activation rate than control during 3 to 7 minutes of VF, whereas flunarizine did not have an activation rate different from control.

VES, stable, and nonstable patterns were observed on the endocardium during LDVF. Figure 1 shows representative examples. During 0 to 1 minute of VF, endocardial activations were nonstable for animals C1, C2, and P3 (Figure 1A–1C, second column). As VF continued, activations developed into the stable pattern for animals C1 and C2 (Figure 1A and 1B, third column). The activations continued to stay in stable pattern for animal C2 (Figure 1B, fourth column), whereas animal C1 suddenly entered into the VES pattern at 4.2 minutes of VF (Figure 1A, fourth column). In pinacidil-treated animal P3, the activations switched briefly to the stable pattern at 1 minute of VF. However, the activations quickly became irregular and redeveloped the nonstable pattern (Figure 1C, third and fourth columns). In general, VF began in the nonstable pattern after which reg-idx frequently decreased, and VF entered the stable pattern. The stable pattern could then either persist or switch to VES or back to the nonstable pattern. During early VF, with the endocardium in nonstable pattern, body surface ECG was similar to that during type I VF. During later VF, no matter whether the endocardium was in VES, stable, or nonstable pattern, ECG was similar to that during type II VF (see Figure VI in the online-only Data Supplement).

For control, pinacidil, and flunarizine groups, the average LV incidence of the 3 patterns throughout 7-minute VF is shown in Figure 2. During 0 to 1 minute of VF, endocardial activations were either in the nonstable or stable patterns. The incidence of the nonstable pattern during 0 to 1 minute was 74% in control, 63% in pinacidil, and 41% in flunarizine groups. Between 3 and 7 minutes of VF, VES was present 25% of the time in control and 24% of the time in flunarizine (P = 0.44, control versus flunarizine) but only 0.1% of the time in pinacidil (P < 0.001, control versus pinacidil) groups. For the same period, the stable pattern was present 71% of the time in control, 56% of the time in pinacidil (P < 0.001, control versus pinacidil), and 48% of the time in flunarizine (P < 0.001, control versus flunarizine) groups. In control animals, during VES, endocardial activations had a reg-idx > 0.1 76% of the time. In flunarizine animals, during VES, endocardial activations had a reg-idx > 0.1 82% of the time.

For RV recordings, after 2 minutes of VF, the incidence of the VES pattern was 2.8% in control, 0.1% in pinacidil, and 2.5% in flunarizine groups, much lower than for LV recordings (see online-only Data Supplement). When VES was simultaneously present in the RV and LV, activation in the 2 ventricles seemed independent and asynchronous (Figure VII in the online-only Data Supplement).

The results of apex–base/base–apex propagation and sep–ant/ant–sep re-entry are summarized in Tables II and III in the online-only Data Supplement. Generally, apex–base propagations were more frequently observed during the stable pattern, whereas base–apex propagations were more frequently observed during the VES pattern. Sep–ant re-entry was more frequently observed than ant–sep re-entry.

During the stable pattern, 2 typical endocardial propagation sequences were observed, which are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows an example of highly repeatable global re-entry. Re-entrant circuits were observed on most transverse electrode planes perpendicular to the LV long axis (Figure 3A; for definition of planes see Figure III in the online-only Data Supplement). Apex–base propagation along most splines (Figure 3B; for definition of propagation along splines, see Figure III in the online-only Data Supplement) indicates that the re-entry core was located near the apex. Figure 4 shows an example of highly repeatable breakthrough on endocardium. The breakthrough sites were the same throughout each 1-second recording but varied at different stages of LDVF. At 3.5 minutes of LDVF, breakthrough initiated from spline 3 (Figure 4A). At 5.0 and 6.7 minutes, breakthrough initiated from spline 5 (Figure 4B and 4C) but with different propagation patterns. Apex–base propagation is observed in Figure 4A, 4B, and 4C.

The results of classifying the VES cycles into groups with similar activation patterns inside 1 group are shown in Figure 5. There were many different activation patterns during the VES pattern, with different origin sites of the VES cycles (Figure 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D, first row, first column). In animals C1, C4, and F4, the VES cycles in the largest group were similar as during sinus rhythm, with almost the same origination site, propagation sequence, and propagation speed (Figure 5A–5C, second row, first and second columns). In animal F2, the VES cycles in the largest group had exactly the same origination site and similar propagation speed but a different activation sequence compared with sinus rhythm (Figure 5D, second and fourth columns).
In animal F4, the VES cycles in the third largest group had a similar origination site and activation sequence as during sinus rhythm but with a much slower propagation speed (Figure 5C, second row, first and fourth columns). Another frequent site of origination of VES cycles was the base region near the posterior papillary muscle as in the second largest groups for animals C1, C4, and F4 (Figure 5A–5C, third column). The base near the anterior papillary muscle was a third region where VES cycles frequently originated as in the third largest groups for animals C1 and C4 (Figure 5A and 5B, fourth column).

Discussion

The major findings of this study were as follows: (1) After 2 minutes of VF, 2 highly organized activation patterns were observed on the canine LV endocardium, the stable pattern (71%), and the VES pattern (25%); (2) with application of the K$_{ATP}$ opener pinacidil, the VES pattern dropped to 0.1% after 2 minutes of LDVF with endocardial activation either in the stable pattern (56%) or in the nonstable pattern (44%); (3) with the calcium channel blocker flunarizine, all 3 activation patterns were observed after 2 minutes of LDVF (VES pattern 24%, stable pattern 48%, and nonstable pattern 28%); (4) during the stable pattern, highly repeatable global re-entry or breakthrough was frequently observed on the endocardium. In both cases, activation frequently propagated from the apex to the base; (5) during the VES pattern, focal activations originated near the papillary muscles; (6) after...
In previous studies, periods of organization during LDVF were observed, in which the wavefront first activated the mapped endocardial region almost simultaneously and then propagated toward the epicardium with large temporal gaps between successive wavefronts, which was named the VES pattern. VES cycles were probably maintained by activation similar as during sinus rhythm, which implied a mechanism other than re-entry. During the VES pattern, the mappings of all 64 electrodes are shown on a single line. Isochronal activation maps from blue polygons I, II, and III are shown in the second column of Figure 4. The earliest activation sites during I, II, and III are shown in red (also indicated by red arrow) in the first column and with white asterisks in the second column. S indicates spline.

In addition to the VES pattern and consistent with triggered activity within the PF system, stable and nonstable patterns were frequently observed, which is more likely maintained by re-entry. Previously, we proposed possible explanations why ECG is similar to that of type I VF8 (Figure IV in the online-only Data Supplement). However, during later VF, the nonstable pattern during later VF is more likely a pattern during early VF with low ischemic level. In this study, we found that in early VF, the nonstable pattern has an ECG similar to type I VF14 (Figure VI in the online-only Data Supplement). However, during later VF, no matter whether it was VES, stable, or nonstable pattern on endocardium, the ECG always has the appearance of type II VF10 (Figure VI in the online-only Data Supplement). Previously, we proposed possible explanations why ECG is type I VF-like when an organized endocardial activation exists in canine LV during later VF: (1) many wavefronts blocked when propagating intramurally toward the epicardium, and the block sites might vary continuously, which should be more obvious on bigger animals with greater ventricular wall thickness, and (2) other portions of the heart might not have been in an organized pattern when VES or stable pattern was observed on endocardium. We suppose that the nonstable pattern during early VF with low ischemic level is probably type I VF. Nonstable pattern during later VF is more likely a type II VF, an unstable re-entrant pattern caused by flattened APD restitution and broad CV restitution caused by global ischemia. The stable pattern during later VF is in fact similar to the specific ventricular tachycardia pattern with flattened APD restitution and still flat CV restitution. Interestingly, during later VF, there is almost no nonstable pattern (4%) but frequent stable pattern (71%) on endocardium in control animals, which are physiologically normal before the VF starts.
Figure 5. Earliest left ventricular (LV) endocardial activation sites in different activation sequence groups during the ventricular electric synchrony (VES) pattern. A–D. The results from animals C1, C4, F4, and F2. All octagonal maps in A have the same geometric orientation as shown in second row, first column of A. Distribution of earliest sites of all VES cycles during 7 minutes of long-duration ventricular fibrillation (LDVF) is shown in first row, first column of A. Colors represent how many VES cycles originated from that electrode according to the scale bar at the right side. Empty area indicates no VES cycle origination. Total number of VES cycles is shown on top. Also shown are distributions of earliest activation sites of all VES cycles in the group with the largest number of cycles with similar activation sequences (second column), the second largest group (third column), and the third largest group (group 3, fourth column). Total number of VES cycles in each group is shown on the top. Second row shows isochronal maps of representative propagation patterns during 1 cycle for sinus rhythm, the largest VES group, the second largest group, and the third largest group from left to right. Empty areas indicate no activation recorded. Time scale is at the right of each isochronal map. White asterisk indicates the electrode recording earliest activation during the cycle. B and C have the same data presentation as A. D. Distribution of earliest sites of all VES cycles, typical sinus propagation sequence, distribution of earliest sites, and typical propagation sequence of the largest VES group from left to right.
A large, stable mother rotor rotating around the LV apex would yield propagation sequences similar to those during the stable pattern. During the stable pattern, breakthroughs on the endocardium were frequently observed (Figure 4), which may have been generated by a re-entrant circuit located intramurally rather than by a focal source because regular cycle lengths and highly repeatable pathways were observed. During the stable pattern, apex–base propagation was also frequently observed, whereas base–apex propagation was rare (Table II in the online-only Data Supplement), indicating the existence of a driving source closer to the apex than to the base of the LV.

The nonstable pattern during later LDVF was rarely observed in control (4%) but was frequently observed in pinacidil (44%) or flunarizine (28%) group. Pinacidil has no significant influence in control (4%) but was frequently observed in pinacidil (44%) group. Pinacidil has no significant influence on tissue excitability. However, increased APD restitution slope was observed with pinacidil, which can transform stable ventricular tachycardia into nonstable VF. Increased incidence of VF was observed with pinacidil, sometimes with pre-existing ischemia. In the pinacidil group, the increase in nonstable pattern incidence during later VF is likely caused by the increased APD restitution slope because of pinacidil application. Generally, blocking calcium channels flattens APD restitution curve and prevents spiral wave breakup, which is contradictory to what we observed in the flunarizine group. However, flunarizine also blocks sodium channels and slows down conduction time, which we suspect broadens CV restitution during ischemia and increases the incidence of nonstable pattern.

The limitations of this study were as follows: (1) Transmural and epicardial activations during the stable and nonstable patterns, especially near the apex region, which might be the location of a mother rotor, were not recorded; (2) the resolution of the 64-electrode basket catheter with interelectrode spacing of 4 mm does not allow quantitative wavefront analysis and limits the recognition of small re-entry circuits; (3) the study was conducted on normal heart. The mechanism of VF induction and the condition of the heart may play a significant role in the incidence of the described activation patterns. Re-evaluation of the results under conditions such as infarct, reperfusion, or heart failure may lead to further understanding of the clinical implications of these activation patterns. (4) The technical difficulty in obtaining good quality signals from the RV made it impossible to calculate the exact incidences of 3 patterns on RV endocardium or to quantitatively analyze the propagation directions and re-entry pathways.
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Defibrillation shocks, the only effective treatment for termination of ventricular fibrillation (VF) causing out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, are often delivered after several minutes of VF. This study of VF in a canine model found that 2 distinct organized activation patterns develop on the left ventricular endocardium as VF progresses. Between 3 and 7 minutes of VF, a time period during which many patients with VF receive initial therapy, these 2 organized patterns are present 96% of the time. One activation pattern is consistent with a dominant, large re-entrant circuit, and the other is consistent with triggered activity, possibly originating in the Purkinje system. These distinct activation patterns may have prognostic value, differing optimal treatment therapies, and may provide insight into the progression of seemingly chaotic activation patterns observed during VF. These organized activation patterns are described and characterized, which is a prerequisite for integrating this information into treatment strategies.
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Supplement Material

Detailed Methods

Animal preparation

Animals were fasted overnight and anesthetized with sodium thiopental, 25mg/kg IV, intubated and mechanically ventilated with 2%-3% isoflurane in 100% oxygen with the animal in a restrained, dorsally recumbent position. Arterial and venous accesses were prepared for monitoring blood pressure and blood gases and for intravenous infusion. Through the left carotid artery, a 38 mm diameter basket catheter ( Constellation, Boston Scientific Corp, Natick, MA, USA) was positioned in the LV. Through the right jugular vein, a 32 mm diameter basket was positioned in the RV. Each catheter contained 8 splines with 8 electrodes (1.0 mm long) on each spline. The edge-to-edge distances of the electrodes were 3.0 mm for the LV and 2.0 mm for the RV. Catheter placement was guided by fluoroscopy to make sure that each basket expanded properly and was in good contact with the endocardium. Next, heparin was given intravenously with a loading dosage of 5000 units and maintenance dosage of 1000 units/hour. During drug administration, normal saline solution was given intravenously to keep the mean blood pressure above 60% of its initial mean pressure. Arterial blood pressure and 12-lead body surface ECG were monitored throughout the study. At the end of the study, the chest and heart were opened to identify the location of the splines of the basket catheter. The locations of the electrodes in the LV cavity were determined with the help of this information and the fluoroscopy images as described in a previous study.

The 6 control animals were labeled C1, C2… C6, the 6 pinacidil-treated animals were labeled P1, P2…P6, the 6 flunarizine-treated animals were labeled F1, F2… F6.
Definition of synchronicity index (syn-idx) and regularity index (reg-idx)

Syn-idx and reg-idx were calculated for each 2-s ventricular fibrillation (VF) episode. Representative examples are shown in supplement Figure 1.

For each channel, a channel cycle length array was constructed consisting of all cycle lengths between successive activations. From this array the channel median cycle length was calculated for each channel. The episode median cycle length (EMCL), the median of all 64 channel median cycle lengths, was then calculated.

Each 2-s episode was separated into successive cycles by cycle dividers (supplement Figure 2). To determine the positions of the cycle dividers, we first defined the landmark channel. For each 2-s episode, the mean cycle length of each basket channel was compared with the EMCL and the channel with the smallest difference from the EMCL was chosen as the landmark channel (supplement Figure 2, the 1st row, red channel). If there were more than one channel with the same smallest difference from the EMCL, the first one would be chosen as the landmark channel according to the channel order in supplement Figure 2. The times of the activations in the landmark channel minus half the EMCL were defined as cycle dividers (supplement Figure 2, the 3rd row, blue lines).

During each cycle between the two neighboring cycle dividers, the standard deviation of the activation times in the 64 channels divided by the EMCL was calculated and called the cycle synchronicity. The cycle synchronicity was averaged for all cycles of an episode and was defined as the syn-idx for that 2-s episode (supplement Figure 1). Syn-idx is an inverse measure of the synchronicity of the activation times during a 2-s episode. For example, when the activations in all channels are nearly simultaneous, syn-idx is near 0 (supplement Figure 1A). As the activation times become less synchronous, syn-idx becomes larger (supplement Figure 1B).


For each 2-s episode, the coefficient of variation of the channel cycle length array (channel regularity) was averaged for all 64 channels and was defined as the reg-idx (supplement Figure 1). Sometimes activations in a channel were missed by the algorithm because the minimum dV/dt was not ≤ -0.3 mV/ms, which caused the calculated cycle length between successive detected activations in the channel to be 2 or more times the average cycle length. To remove these spurious cycle lengths, cycle lengths longer than 1.5 times the EMCL were removed from all channel cycle length arrays for the calculation of reg-idx. Reg-idx is an inverse measure of the regularity of activation times. When the cycle length is constant in each channel during a 2-s episode, reg-idx is 0. As the activation times become less regular, reg-idx becomes larger. The 2-s episode in supplement Figure 1B is highly regular with reg-idx very close to zero. However, in supplement Figure 1A, the 2-s episode is highly irregular.

Algorithms for detection of propagation direction and reentrant circuits

We designed algorithms to detect relatively simple endocardial propagation patterns (supplemental Figure 3): unidirectional propagation along the splines (supplement Figure 3D) and reentrant circuits around the long axis of the LV (supplement Figure 3F). There were 2 types of unidirectional propagations along the splines: from the apex to the base (apex-base propagation) and in the reverse direction (base-apex propagation), as shown in supplement Figure 3D, and 2 types of reentrant circuits around the LV long axis: from septum to anterior to lateral (sep-ant reentry) and in the reverse direction (ant-sep reentry), as shown in supplement Figure 3F.

The algorithms are described below and illustrated in supplement Figure 4.

For each spline in a 2-s episode recording, activations were clustered into groups composed of activation times from a series of electrodes along the spline. Within the same activation group, any 2 neighboring electrodes recorded activations occurring less than 40 ms apart, which corresponded to a minimum propagation speed of 0.1 m/s with an inter-electrode spacing of 4 mm. Sometimes an activation group
might be mistakenly divided into two activation groups because one or more electrodes exhibited poor recordings, probably because of bad contact with the endocardium or contained activations too small to be identified by the algorithm. Therefore, if the adjacent electrode recorded no activation during a window from -50 ms to 50 ms relative to the activation in the current electrode recording, the current electrode could be connected to the electrode past the adjacent electrode if that electrode recorded an activation in less than an 80 ms interval. The length of an activation group was defined as the distance between the first and the last electrodes (number of electrodes). Activation groups with length ≥ 5 electrodes and with apex-base propagation were identified. If the total length of the above activation groups divided by the total length of all activation groups was bigger than 0.8 in a spline, this spline was considered to exhibit apex-base propagation. An episode containing at least one spline with apex-base propagation was considered to be an episode with apex-base propagation. The episodes with base-apex propagation were recognized with a similar method. If none of the activation groups in at least 4 splines had length ≥ 5 electrodes, the episode was excluded from the above analysis.

To identify reentry, the 64 electrodes were divided into 8 parallel planes (Supplement Figure 3B, 3C and 3E). For each plane during each 2-s episode, activation groups were identified composed of the recordings from the electrodes on neighboring splines. To be in an activation group, any 2 neighboring electrodes must have recorded activations in less than a 30 ms interval, which corresponded to a maximum reentrant cycle length of 240 ms or, if 2 electrodes were separated by an electrode in which no activations were recorded, activations must have been recorded in less than a 60 ms interval. The activation groups were divided into segments which contained unidirectional propagation of activation. The length of a segment was defined as the distance between the first and the last electrodes (number of electrodes). If a segment had a length ≥ 8 electrodes (one complete revolution), a reentrant circuit in the current plane was detected. The incidence of sep-ant / ant-sep reentry was much lower than the incidence of apex-base / base-apex propagation. Therefore, we simply counted the time duration when sep-ant / ant-sep reentry was detected on any of the 8 planes for each 2-s episode. If there were 2 successive electrodes
in one plane which recorded no activation during 2 s, reentry circuit could not be detected. If an episode contained at least 4 such planes, it was excluded from the analysis.

_Division of ventricular electrical synchrony (VES) groups_

The activation sequences of different VES cycles were compared with an algorithm similar to that described previously,\(^1\) Spearman’s correlation coefficients of the activation times of the 64 electrodes for any two VES cycles during the 7 min of long-duration VF (LDVF, lasting > 1 min) for the same animal were calculated. All VES cycles with a correlation coefficient >0.99 were placed in the same group and were considered to have similar activation sequences. Within a group, each VES cycle had a correlation coefficient >0.99 with at least one other VES cycle. Between any two groups, none of the VES cycles in the first group had a correlation coefficient > 0.99 with any VES cycle in the second group.

_Statistical methods_

Statistically significant differences were detected between groups using a Chi squared test with a Bonferroni correction when multiple tests were performed. For comparisons of incidence of the activation patterns between treatment groups (control, pinacidil, and flunarizine), significant differences were determined if \(p < 0.05/3\), or \(p < 0.017\). In supplement Table 1, activation rates were compared with unpaired t-tests for the pinacidil and flunarizine vs. control for three different time segments, and for early vs. late VF for three treatment groups. Significance was determined as \(p < 0.05/9\) or \(p < 0.0056\) with the Bonferroni correction with the 9 test runs. For supplement Tables 2 and 3, comparing the incidence of apex-base vs. base-apex propagations and sep-ant vs. ant-sep reentry, the propagation / reentry type incidence (2 groups), endocardial activation patterns (3 groups), and treatment arm (3 groups) were compared with Chi squared tests. With the Bonferroni correction, significance was determined if \(p < 0.05/18\) or \(p < 0.0028\).
Results

Activation rate during VF

The mean VF activation rate during the first minute of VF was significantly increased with pinacidil and decreased with flunarizine (supplement Figure 5). However, these differences disappeared during 2-4 min of VF (supplement Figure 5). Supplement Table 1 shows that the VF activation rate with pinacidil remains elevated during 3-7 min of VF, while the VF activation rate with flunarizine during that period is the same as control. The activation rate during 0-3 min was significantly higher than that during 3-7 min of VF for all three groups.

ECG of different endocardial activation patterns during VF

As shown in supplement Figure 6, during early VF, with the endocardium in non-stable pattern, the body surface ECG was similar to that during type I VF. During later VF, it did not matter whether the endocardium was in VES, stable, or non-stable pattern, the body surface ECG was similar to that during type II VF.

VES pattern on RV endocardium

For RV basket recordings, after 2 min of LDVF, the incidence of the VES pattern was 0.1 to 2.8% for the three groups. For both control and flunarizine groups, after 2 min of LDVF, the RV incidence of the VES pattern was significantly lower than in the LV (control, RV vs. LV, 2.8% vs. 25%, p < 0.0001; flunarizine, RV vs. LV, 2.5% vs. 24%, p < 0.0001). After 2 min of LDVF, the incidence of the VES pattern simultaneously in the LV and RV was uncommon, 0.4% for the control group, 0% for the pinacidil group and 2.1% for the flunarizine group. During the period when VES was present in the RV and the LV at the same time, activation in the 2 ventricles appeared independent and asynchronous as shown in supplement Figure 7.
Supplement Figure 7 shows several examples of simultaneous LV and RV basket recordings, during different VES patterns. In supplement Figure 7A, VF on the LV endocardium was in the VES pattern. Only a few RV electrodes recorded good signals. RV recordings of such poor signal quality were excluded from VES detection analysis. In supplement Figure 7B, LV endocardial VF was in the stable reentrant pattern while RV endocardial VF was in the VES pattern. In supplement Figure 7C, VES patterns were detected on both the LV and RV endocardium. However, the VES was not synchronized between the LV and RV endocardium.

*Apex-base / base-apex propagation and sep-ant / ant-sep reentry*

Because of the shape of the RV many electrodes made poor contact with the endocardium, limiting the number of good recordings (39% of channels for the control group, 35% for the pinacidil group, and 30% for the flunarizine group, see supplement Figure 7A for representative recordings). Therefore, analyses of apex-base / base-apex propagation and sep-ant / ant-sep reentry were not performed for the RV data.

The incidence of apex-base / base-apex propagation and sep-ant / ant-sep reentry during the non-stable pattern after 2 min of VF for all 3 groups was low (0% - 1.7%). Therefore, quantitative analyses of apex-base / base-apex propagation and sep-ant / ant-sep reentry focused on the LV data during the VES and stable patterns.

The type of VF pattern had a significant influence on apex-base / base-apex propagation (supplement Table 2). Apex-base propagation was frequently observed while base-apex propagation was rarely observed during the stable pattern for the control, pinacidil, and flunarizine groups (supplement Table 2, groups 1, 2 and 3). In contrast, base-apex propagation was frequently observed while apex-base propagation was rarely observed during VES in the control and flunarizine groups (supplement Table 2, groups 4 and 5). Pinacidil increased while flunarizine decreased the incidence of apex-base propagation during the stable pattern compared to control (supplement Table 2, groups 6 and 7). Flunarizine increased
the incidence of base-apex propagation during the VES pattern compared to control (supplement Table 2, group 8).

During VES, neither sep-ant nor ant-sep reentry was ever observed. Therefore the data during VES were excluded. Supplement Table 3 indicates the LV incidence of sep-ant and ant-sep reentry after 2 min of LDVF. Reentry of either type was rarely observed during the stable pattern for the control and flunarizine groups (0.3% - 3.5%). Pinacidil significantly increased the incidence of sep-ant reentry during the stable pattern compared to the control and flunarizine groups (supplement Table 3, groups 1 and 2). However, ant-sep reentry during the stable pattern was rarely observed even with pinacidil (0.7%). Sep-ant reentry was more frequently observed than ant-sep reentry for the control, pinacidil and flunarizine groups (supplement Table 3, groups 3, 4 and 5).
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**Supplement Table 1.** Mean activation rates during various time periods for treatment groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Control (activations/second)</th>
<th>Pinacidil (activations/second)</th>
<th>Flunarizine (activations/second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All VF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 7 min</td>
<td>5.44 ± 1.22</td>
<td>5.98 ± 1.60*</td>
<td>5.07 ± 0.68*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early VF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 3 min</td>
<td>6.44 ± 1.30</td>
<td>6.67 ± 2.24</td>
<td>5.69 ± 0.42*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late VF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 to 7 min</td>
<td>4.69 ± 0.21†</td>
<td>5.47 ± 0.36†*</td>
<td>4.61 ± 0.44†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant difference between treatment group activation rate and control activation rate.

† Significant difference between early VF and late VF within the same treatment group.
**Supplement Table 2.** The effect of type of LV endocardial activation pattern and drug application on apex-base and base-apex propagation after 2 min of LDVF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Incidences of</th>
<th>Incidence values</th>
<th>p value (chi-square)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>apex-base propagation vs. base-apex propagation during stable in control</td>
<td>40% (386/962) vs. 0.6% (6/962)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>apex-base propagation vs. base-apex propagation during stable in pinacidil</td>
<td>56% (566/1008) vs. 0.4% (4/1008)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>apex-base propagation vs. base-apex propagation during stable in flunarizine</td>
<td>31% (218/700) vs. 2.0% (14/700)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>apex-base propagation vs. base-apex propagation during VES in control</td>
<td>0% (0/458) vs. 27% (122/458)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>apex-base propagation vs. base-apex propagation during VES in flunarizine</td>
<td>8.2% (32/392) vs. 38% (150/392)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>apex-base propagation during stable in control vs. in pinacidil</td>
<td>40% (386/962) vs. 56% (566/1008)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>apex-base propagation during stable in control vs. in flunarizine</td>
<td>40% (386/962) vs. 31% (218/700)</td>
<td>= 0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>base-apex propagation during VES in control vs. in flunarizine</td>
<td>27% (122/458) vs. 38% (150/392)</td>
<td>= 0.0003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VES: VES pattern; stable: stable pattern. Each group contains a comparison of two incidences. For example, in group 1, the incidence of apex-base propagation was compared with the incidence of base-apex propagation during the stable pattern for all control animals with a chi-square test. Incidence values are presented as follows. For example, for the first incidence value of group 1, during 3-7 min of LDVF,
in the 962 s of data that qualified for propagation analysis during the stable pattern in the 6 control animals, apex-base propagation was observed in 386 s (40%) of data.
**Supplement Table 3.** The effect of drug application on sep-ant and ant-sep LV endocardial reentry after 2 min of LDVF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Incidences of sep-ant reentry during stable in</th>
<th>Incidence values</th>
<th>p value (chi-square)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>control vs. in pinacidil</td>
<td>3.5% (28/792) vs. 27% (248/920)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>pinacidil vs. in flunarizine</td>
<td>27% (248/920) vs. 2.9% (18/618)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sep-ant reentry vs. ant-sep reentry during stable in control</td>
<td>3.5% (28/792) vs. 0.8% (6/792)</td>
<td>= 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>sep-ant reentry vs. ant-sep reentry during stable in pinacidil</td>
<td>27% (248/920) vs. 0.7% (6/920)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>sep-ant reentry vs. ant-sep reentry during stable in flunarizine</td>
<td>2.9% (18/618) vs. 0.3% (2/618)</td>
<td>= 0.0003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stable: stable pattern. Each group contains a comparison of two incidences with the same data presentation as in supplement Table 2.
Supplement Figure 1. Algorithm for syn-idx and reg-idx calculation. Application of the algorithm to 2-s LV episodes are shown from animal C1 at 6.5 min of VF (A) and animal C2 at 5.8 min of VF (B). In each panel, the 64-unipolar basket recordings are shown in the 1st row. The activation times of the electrodes for the same episode are shown in the 2nd row with each short vertical line representing an activation. The order of 64 electrodes is illustrated in the 2nd row of B. Horizontal lines separate the 8 splines. For each spline, the order of the 8 electrodes is from the apex (top) to the base (bottom). At the bottom of the
activation time plot, the activations for all 64 electrodes are shown on a single line. The 2-s episodes are separated into successive cycles by thin vertical lines (cycle dividers). Cycle synchronicity for each cycle is shown in the 3rd row, with the syn-idx for the episode on top. Channel regularity for each channel is shown in the 4th row, with the reg-idx for the episode on top.
Supplement Figure 2

Supplement Figure 2. Determining the cycle dividers. A and B show the same examples as in Figure 1, 2-s episodes recorded from the LV endocardium from animal C1 at 6.5 min of VF and animal C2 at 5.8 min of VF. In each panel, the activation times for the electrodes during the same 2-s episode with each short vertical line representing an activation are shown. The order of 64 electrodes is illustrated in the 1st row of A. Horizontal lines separate the 8 splines of electrodes. For each spline, order of the 8 electrodes is from apex (top) to base (bottom). At the bottom of each panel the activations for all 64 electrodes are shown on a single line. In the 1st row, the activations of the landmark channel are red. For A and B, the differences between the EMCL and the mean cycle length of the landmark channel are 0.03 ms and 0.02 ms. In the 2nd row, the positions of the times of the landmark channel activations are red vertical lines. In the 3rd row, the positions of the times of the landmark channel activations minus half of the EMCL, i.e., the cycle dividers, are blue vertical lines.
**Supplement Figure 3.** Schematic pathways of apex-base propagation, base-apex propagation, sep-ant reentry and ant-sep reentry. A shows 8 splines (black curves) of the basket catheter and the electrodes on the splines (black dots). B shows 8 parallel planes (blue circles) from the apex to the base, the splines (black curves) and the electrodes (black dots). C shows only the 8 planes (blue circles) and the electrodes (black dots). Panels A, B and C are in the same orientation. E shows the same content as B with slightly different orientation in which 8 planes project into 8 horizontal lines. The 8 planes are perpendicular to the LV long axis in the schematic drawing. The 8 electrodes from the 8 splines closest to the apex are located on plane 1. The 8 electrodes from the 8 splines closest to the base are located on plane 8. D shows one spline (black half circle) with its electrodes (black dots). Activation can propagation from the apex to the base along the spline (apex-base propagation, black curve with arrowhead on the left side) or in the reverse direction (base-apex propagation, black curve with arrowhead on the right side). F shows plane 1

**Supplement Figure 3**
viewed from the base along the LV long axis. The blue circle connecting the 8 electrodes (black dots) is the presumable reentry pathway. Sep-ant reentry propagates counterclockwise (black curve with arrowhead outside the blue circle, from septum to anterior, from electrode 1 to 2 to 3). Ant-sep reentry propagates in the reverse direction (black curve with arrow head inside the blue circle). The electrode number inside the blue circle indicates which spline it belongs to. The position of spline 1 / electrode 1 varied from animal to animal. However, with the orientation in F, splines 1-8 were always located counterclockwise around the LV wall.
Supplement Figure 4

A. animal C2, 4.4 min
B. animal P4, 5.3 min

Supplement Figure 4. Algorithm for detecting apex-base / base-apex propagation and sep-ant / ant-sep reentry. A shows the detection of apex-base propagation during a 2-s episode from animal C2 at 4.4 min of VF. B shows the detection of sep-ant reentry during a 2-s episode from animal P4 at 5.3 min of VF. In A and B, both top and bottom panels show activation times of the 64 electrodes. In A, horizontal lines separate the 8 splines of electrodes. For each spline, the order of the 8 electrodes is from apex (top) to base (bottom). In B, horizontal lines separate the 8 transverse planes perpendicular to the long axis of the LV (see supplement Figure 2). For each plane, the order of the 8 electrodes is from spline 1 (s1, top) to spline 8 (s8, bottom). In the top panels of A and B, different colors represent different activation groups. In the bottom panel of A, activation groups with unidirectional propagation from the apex to the base and length ≥ 5 electrodes are in red and all others are in blue. Filled arrows indicate the splines with apex-base
propagation. Empty arrows indicate splines not included in the analysis because they contain no activation groups with length ≥ 5 electrodes. In the bottom panel of B, segments containing reentrant circuits propagating from septum to anterior to lateral are in red and all others are in blue. One activation group can contain reentrant segments and non-reentrant segments simultaneously. Empty arrows indicate planes not included in the analysis because they contain 2 successive electrodes recording no activations. In planes 5 and 7, the successive silent electrodes are from spline 1 and spline 8. Beneath each plane, the horizontal red lines indicate the existence of reentrant circuit on this plane. At the very bottom of the panel, the horizontal red lines indicate the existence of reentrant circuits on any plane during the 2-s episode.
Supplement Figure 5. Mean activation rate from all animals in each of the 3 groups.
**Supplement Figure 6.** Body surface ECG during three patterns. These are the same 2-s VF episodes as in Figure 1 in manuscript, from animals C1, C2 and P3 at 0.3 min, 2.1 min and 5.0 min of VF. In each subpanel, Activation plot is displayed on top, in which activation times of the 64 electrodes are represented by short vertical lines with horizontal lines separating the 8 splines. Above the activation plot, syn-idx, reg-idx, and activation pattern of the 2-s episode are shown from left to right. Below the activation plot the corresponding body surface ECG from V3 lead is displayed.
Supplement Figure 7

Supplement Figure 7. Simultaneous LV and RV basket recordings during different VES patterns. A, B and C show the LV and RV endocardial activation times recorded from animal C1 at 5.0 min of VF, animal C2 at 6.4 min of VF and animal C4 at 2.6 min of VF. In each panel, the activation times for the LV electrodes with each red short vertical line representing an activation are shown on the top half, followed by blue short vertical lines representing RV electrode activation times on the bottom half. The order of the 128 basket electrodes is illustrated in A. Horizontal lines separate different splines of electrodes. For each spline, the order of the 8 electrodes is from apex (top) to base (bottom). Below the activation times for the individual electrodes, the activation times for all 64 LV electrodes are shown in red on a single line, the activations for all 64 RV electrodes are shown in blue on a single line, and the activations for all 128 LV and RV electrodes are shown in green on a single line.